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ROADMAP

Regional/Multiple Unit Proposals

___ 46 Reauthorize resident brown bear tag fee exemptions in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
___ 47 Change the definition of “edible meat” for game birds
___ 48 Allow the use of crossbows in restricted-weapons hunts
___ 71 Allow the use of crossbows in archery hunts in Unit 20 for hunters over 60
___ 49 Remove the bag limit restriction for resident relatives accompanying nonresident second degree of kindred
___ 50 Remove the bag limit restriction for resident relatives accompanying nonresident second degree of kindred for the Interior Region
___ 51 Prohibit nonresident hunting of any prey species under intensive management in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region until harvest and population objectives are met
___ 52 Establish a ten percent nonresident drawing permit allocation cap in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region for Dall sheep, moose, brown bear, and caribou
___ 53 Clarify the resident general and subsistence hunting seasons and the nonresident general hunting seasons for caribou in Interior/Northeast Arctic and the Arctic/Western Regions
___ 54 Change “general season” to “subsistence hunt” for Interior/Northeast Arctic Region black bear hunts having positive customary and traditional use findings
___ 55 Clarify the resident general and subsistence hunting seasons and the nonresident general hunting seasons for moose in Units 12, 19, 20, 21, and 24
___ 56 Clarify the resident general and subsistence hunting seasons and the nonresident general hunting seasons for Dall sheep for Units 19, 24, 25A, and 26
___ 57 Establish a nonresident sheep harvest cap of 12% for the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
___ 58 Establish a 25% cap on nonresident harvest of Dall sheep and make all general hunts for nonresidents draw hunts in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
___ 59 Establish a ten percent nonresident sheep permit allocation for the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
___ 60 Establish a ten percent nonresident sheep permit allocation for the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
61 Establish a ten percent nonresident sheep permit allocation for the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
62 Establish a ten percent nonresident sheep harvest allocation cap and change all nonresident sheep hunts to drawing permit hunts in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
63 Remove the restriction on the use of aircraft for spotting Dall sheep in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
64 Restrict the harvest of Dall sheep in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region to one every five years
65 Remove the nonresident bag limit restriction of one sheep every four years for the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
66 Open an archery-only hunting season for Dall sheep in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
67 Lengthen the season for bear baiting in the Interior/Northeast Region
68 Change the “any bull” or “one bull” bag limits to “any antlered bull” for all moose hunts in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
69 Lengthen the archery-only hunting seasons for moose in Unit 20 and open an archery-only hunting season for moose in all of Unit 20
70 Open a resident disabled veteran hunting season for moose in the Interior/Northeast Arctic region
72 Allow the harvest of wolf and coyote by land and shoot with a trapping license in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region
73 Allow the use of dogs to hunt coyote in Unit 20

McGrath Area Proposals – Units 19, 21A, and 21E
74 Change the antler restrictions for resident moose hunting in Unit 19B
75 Reauthorize the predation control program in Unit 21E
76 Lengthen the hunting season for moose in Unit 21E
77 Increase the bag limit for brown bear in Unit 21E
78 Lengthen the hunting season for brown bear in Unit 19C
79 Allow the harvest of brown bear at bear bait stations in Unit 19A
80 Remove the restriction on boat horsepower in the Holitna-Hoholitna Controlled Use Area in Unit 19A
81 Specify airports allowed for transporting moose hunters within the Upper Kuskokwim Controlled Use Area
82 Change the nonresident sheep season in Unit 19C to a drawing permit hunt with up to 80 permits
83 Open a nonresident draw hunt for caribou in Units 18 and 19

Tok Area Proposals – Units 12 and 20E

84 Lengthen the trapping season for wolf in Units 12 and 20E
85 Open a resident drawing hunt for caribou in Unit 20E
86 Close an area ¼ mile on either side of the Taylor Highway to hunting during caribou season, and limit the number of permits
87 Lengthen the Glacier Mountain Controlled Use Area hunting season
88 Clarify the boundary of the Unit 12 antler-restricted moose hunting area within the Tok River drainage
89 Change the antler restrictions for moose in Unit 12
90 Expand the Copper Basin community subsistence harvest hunt area by adding a part of Unit 12
91 Modify the hunting season and bag limits for grouse in Unit 12

Galena Area Proposals – Units 21B, 21C, 21D, and 24

92 Allow the harvest of brown bear at bear bait stations in Unit 21C
93 Remove the Bettles Winter Trail travel exception for public use within the Dalton Highway Corridor Management Area
94 Modify the hunting season for moose in Unit 21D
95 Eliminate the drawing permits DM812 in Unit 21C and DM896 in the remainder of Unit 24C and change the RM834 subsistence registration permit to a general registration permit without the antler destruction requirement
96 Expand the winter hunting season for moose to include all of Unit 24B
97 Remove the nonresident guide requirement for moose hunts in the Interior/Northeast Arctic Region, and change the permit allocation in Unit 21B
98 Eliminate the requirement for a nonresident wolf tag in Unit 21
99 Lengthen the hunting seasons for wolf in Units 24-26
100 Institute no-fly zones for caribou hunting in Units 21D, 22, 23, 24, & 26A


101 Create a regulation allowing the harvest of moose under a permit for “celebration of life” events
102 Evaluate a separate amount reasonably necessary for subsistence for the Teshekpuk caribou herd
103 Modify the hunt structure of the Western Arctic and Teshekpuk caribou herds
105 Change the nonresident bag limit for caribou and resident cow season in Unit 26B
104 Expand the bag limits for caribou in Units 24A, 25A, 25D, 26B and 26C
113 Modify the resident bag limit for Dall sheep in Units 24B, 25A, 26B, and 26C
107 Lengthen the hunting seasons for brown bear in Unit 26B, and change the nonresident drawing permit to a registration permit
106 Open a resident archery season for brown bear in Unit 26B
108 Reevaluate the customary and traditional use finding for brown bear in Unit 25D
109 Lengthen the brown bear hunting seasons in Units 25 and 26
110 Increase the bag limit for black bear in Unit 25B
111 Open a snaring season for black bear in Unit 25D
112 Allow same-day airborne hunting for wolf in Unit 25D
114 Lengthen the hunting season for wolverine in Unit 26
115 Lengthen the trapping season for lynx in Unit 25

**Delta Area Proposals – Unit 20D**

116 Reduce the bag and possession limit for ruffed grouse in Unit 20D
117 Allow the harvest of brown bear at bear bait stations in Unit 20D
118 Allow the harvest of brown bear at bear bait stations in Unit 20D
119 Allow the harvest of brown bear at bear bait stations in Unit 20D
120 Allow the harvest of brown bear at bear bait stations in Unit 20D
121 Allow the harvest of brown bear at bear bait stations in Unit 20D
122 Reauthorize antlerless moose hunting seasons in Unit 20D
123 Lengthen the resident hunting season for moose in Unit 20D
124 Require proof of qualifying status prior to awarding disabled veterans’ drawing permits in Unit 20D within the Delta Junction Management Area, and implement other changes

**Fairbanks Area Proposals – Units 20A, 20B, 20C, 20F, and 25C**

125 Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting seasons in Unit 20A
126 Modify the muzzleloader hunting season for moose in Unit 20A
127 Change the antler restrictions for moose hunting in Unit 20A
128 Change the antler restrictions for moose hunting in Unit 20A
129 Change the antler restrictions for moose hunting in Unit 20A
130  Reauthorize antlerless moose hunting seasons in Unit 20B, and remove incorrect language for the winter muzzleloader registration hunt for bulls and the targeted antlerless hunts in Unit 20B
131  Modify the hunting season dates for antlerless moose in Unit 20B
132  Lengthen the nonresident hunting season for moose in Unit 20B remainder
133  Restrict waterfowl hunting in the Chena Slough, Unit 20
134  Create a management area for the Eielson Farm Road area in Unit 20
135  Lengthen the trapping season for wolverine in Unit 20C
136  Reevaluate the intensive management finding for the Delta caribou herd
137  Implement an intensive management program for the Delta caribou herd
138  Lengthen the hunting season for brown bear in Units 20A and 20B remainder
139  Allow the harvest of brown bear at bear bait stations in Unit 20F
140  Allow the harvest of brown bear at bear bait stations in Unit 20F
142  Close a portion of Unit 20 near Denali National Park to the taking of wolf
141  Close a portion of Unit 20C to the taking of wolf

Other Regional Proposals
143  Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting seasons in Unit 1C
144  Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting season in Unit 5A, the Nunatak Bench hunt
145  Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting season in Unit 6C
146  Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting season in the Twentymile/Portage/Placer hunt area in Units 7 and 14C
147  Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting seasons in Unit 13
148  Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting season on Kalgin Island in Unit 15B
149  Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting season and targeted moose season in a portion of Unit 15C
150  Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting season in Unit 17A
151  Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting seasons in Units 14A and 14B
152  Reauthorize the antlerless moose hunting seasons in Unit 14C
153  Reauthorize resident brown bear tag fee exemptions in the Central/Southwest Region
159  Require hunters on the Kenai Peninsula to take an ADFG&G Approved hunter orientation course for identifying legal moose